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Abstract—Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), specifically Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook’s version (LBM-BGK), has played a
substantial role in fluid dynamics computation for a long time.
Although the parallel nature of LBM-BGK algorithm makes
this method a very promising candidate for an implementation
on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), the streaming process
of this algorithm, with its un-coalesced memory access pattern,
decreases LBM’s overall performance. In this paper, we propose
a new method, Structure of Arrays Constant-time Circular Array
Shifting (SOA-CCAS), implemented using CUDA for a GPU to
achieve higher performance. Our experimental results for a 3D
shear flow application, with periodic boundary conditions, and
a lid cavity application demonstrate that SOA-CCAS method
has an average speedup of 167.58X compared to a sequential
C LBM-BGK implementation for the two applications. Our
implementation also outperforms two similar well-known LBM
GPU implementations (Tölke and Habich works) using CUDA
C on average by up to 2.55X, and another state-of-the-art
implementation (Tran et al.) on average by up to 1.1X for the
two applications.
Index Terms—GPU, Parallel computing, CUDA, Fluid Dynamics, LBM-BGK

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
One method to address heat transfer and fluid dynamics
problems in science and engineering is to use partial differential equations approach. However, solving these equations
is usually a very complex and a time-consuming task. On
the other hand, numerical calculations have opened a very
sophisticated path to tackle these issues with the help of new
generation computers and parallel algorithms [1]. In Lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM), fluid is divided into a group of
particles. These particles stream (or move) along lattice links
and collide with each other at the lattice sections. Because
each of the collision and streaming processes are independent
at each lattice, parallel algorithms are suitable for LBM [3].
LBM is a relatively new computational fluid dynamics method;
it solves the Boltzmann equation, resulting in the simulation
of fluid behavior. In LBM, the fluid domain is represented
by a set of regularly arranged particles, and each particle
has several particle distribution functions fσ (~x, t) and discrete
velocities ~eσ , where σ is dependent on the chosen lattice
model. However, in all lattice models, particles move based
on the value of σ, when σ = 0, particles are at rest, and when
σ = 1 and σ = 2, particles move to their nearest neighbors
and their next nearest neighbors respectively. The Boltzmann
equation, which discretized by the Bhatanagar-Gross-Krook

(BGK) single relaxation time model [3], [22] is written as
follows:
1
fσ (~x +~eσ δt, t + δt) = fσ (~x, t) − [fσ (~x, t) − fσ eq (~x, t)] (1)
τ
where τ is the relaxation time, and fσ eq (~x, t) is the equilibrium distribution function at position ~x and time t. Equation
(1) can be decomposed into two sub-processes, collision and
streaming, as follows:
1
Collision f˜σ (~x, t) = fσ (~x, t) − [fσ (~x, t) − fσ eq (~x, t)] (2)
τ
Streaming fσ (~x + ~eσ δt, t + δt) = f˜σ (~x, t)

(3)

where f˜ the post-collision state of a distribution function.
The algorithm of LBM is divided into two processes: collision
and streaming shown by Equations (2) and (3). Both collision
and streaming are required to solve the Boltzmann equation
at each time step during simulation. In addition, the collision
process just depends on the information of each node and
occupies most of the computing time [3]. The equilibrium
distribution function can be written as (4):
3
9
2
f eq σ = ωσ ρf [1 + 3(~eσ .~u) + (~eσ .~u) − (~u.~u)] (4)
2
2
where ~u is the macroscopic velocity of a fluid particle. The
weight coefficient ωσ and discrete velocity ~eσ in the D3Q19
model are given by (5) and (6):

1

3 σ = 0
1
ωσ = 18
(5)
σ=1

1
σ
=
2
36


(0, 0, 0)
~eσ = (±1, 0, 0), (0, ±1, 0), (0, 0, ±1)
(6)


(±1, ±1, 0), (±1, 0, ±1), (0, ±1, ±1)
The fluid kinematic viscosity υ relates to the relaxation time
τ as follows:
1
1
υ = (τ − )δt
(7)
3
2
In addition, the fluid density ρf and fluid momentum density
ρf ~u of a particle are indicated by (8):
X
X
ρf =
fσ , ρf ~u =
fσ ~eσ
(8)
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In this work, we developed a new optimization technique,
Structure of Arrays Constant-time Circular Array Shifting
(SOA-CCAS), for solving LBM using a GPU. We also combined SOA-CCAS with other existing optimization techniques
to improve the performance of LBM. We used a threedimensional LBM solver for a D3Q19 model based on an
implementations by Murphy [4], and Dethier et al. [5]. In
addition, we implemented two different fluid applications that
use LBM, with regular domains, shear flow and lid cavity.
Our results show great performance compared to CPU results
and higher than previous GPU implementations [6]–[8], using
NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU. Our main contributions are as
follows:
• Introducing a new method to optimize LBM that parallelizes the Dethier et al’s Constant time Circular Array
Shifting technique (CCAS), which was developed for
CPUs, for a GPU-CUDA platform to achieve higher
performance for solving a 3D LBM.
• Designing a unique data structure that maps nodes on
a 3D lattice into a single one-dimensional (1D) array
instead of using multiple 1D arrays for all directions
of the distribution functions (f eq ) to avoid un-coalesced
memory accesses. In addition, accessing each element in
the 3D lattice is explicit this way using our 1D array,
which removes the burden of mapping three dimensions
x, y and z to one index. These significantly improve
performance over previous work.
• Avoiding if-statements and computational if-statements
used by Tran et al. [6], which are mandatory on boundary
positions, using our unique structure (More details in
Section 7).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 demonstrates some of the LBM applications, Section 3
discusses related recent works on LBM using GPUs. Section
4 explains Tölke et al.’s work [7] and Habich [8] LBM implementation and shows some of our CUDA C implementations
based on these studies. Section 5 explains CCAS method
proposed by Murphy [4] and the Dethier et al. [5] Section
6 discusses our new optimized SOA-CCAS method. Section
7 shows our results, and finally section 8 concludes the paper.
II. LBM APPLICATIONS
The following cases are studied for LBM algorithm for a
simple shear flow and a lid cavity applications:
A. Simple Shear Flow Application and Its Boundary Conditions
A simple shear flow is the case of two moving parallel plates
separated by a distance h, as shown in Fig. 1. The shear rate
γ̇ in this example is defined in Equation (9),
γ̇ =

2u0
h

Figure 1. A simple shear flow.

conditions in the Z-direction are:
uy (z = 0) = −u0
uy (z = N Z + 1) = +u0

where N Z is the number of grids in Z-direction, and h equals
N Z + 2. Equation (10) signifies that the fluid velocities in the
Y-direction of all particles at z = 0 and z = N Z + 1 are set
to −u0 and +u0 , respectively.
To simulate an infinite domain in X- and Y-directions, the
periodic boundary conditions described by (11) and (12) are
utilized.
fσ (x = 0, t + δt) = fσ (x = N X, t)
fσ (x = N X + 1, t + δt) = fσ (x = 1, t)

(11)

fσ (y = 0, t + δt) = fσ (x = N Y, t)
fσ (y = N Y + 1, t + δt) = fσ (y = 1, t)

(12)

Equations (11) and (12) indicate that fluid particles leaving
the fluid domain will re-enter it from the opposite side, where
N X and N Y above represent the numbers of grids in Xand Y-directions. A simple shear flow between two infinite
large plates can be simulated by applying the above boundary
conditions. For simplicity, we assumed that N X = N Y =
N Z = n throughout this work.
B. 3D Lid Driven Cavity Flow and Its Boundary Conditions
To implement the 3D lid driven cavity flow, as shown in
Fig. 2, the boundary conditions in X-, Y-, Z- direction are as
follows:
u(x = 0) = u(x = L) = (0, 0, 0)
u(y = 0) = u(y = L) = (0, 0, 0)
u(z = 0) = (0, 0, 0), u(z = L) = (u0 , 0, 0)

(13)
(14)
(15)

where L is the edge of a cubic cavity, and u0 is the top lid
velocity. Equation (16) shows the Reynolds number (Re) in
the lid-cavity flow.

(9)
Re =

where u0 is the desired velocity, and h is the distance between
plates. To implement the shear flow algorithm, the boundary

(10)

In this study, we set u0 = 0.1.
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in a higher speedup over sequential execution using a CPU
[11].
Dethier et al. [5] improved the constant time array shifting
technique introduced by Murphy [4], which decreased the total
execution time for LBM algorithm and optimized memory
utilization compared to a naïve implementation of LBM.
Iglberger [21] presents different cache optimization techniques
using 3- and 4-way blocking and discusses how correct block
size can affect the performance of LBM algorithm significantly.

Figure 2. A sketch of 3D-lid driven cavity flow. Only the top plate has a
velocity u0 in X-direction, the rest are stationary.

III. RELATED WORK
Several studies on improving memory performance for a
GPU implementation of LBM have been carried out [12]–[17],
[24]–[26]. Most of these studies address data organization
and memory alignment techniques. Tran et al. [6] parallelized
LBM on a GPU by incorporating memory-efficient techniques
such as tiling optimization and pull scheme, which is a data
update pattern in the memory for avoiding un-coalesced accesses. In the pull scheme, three stages happen consecutively:
reading distribution functions from adjacent cells, calculating ρ, u, and f eq and updating values to the current cell.
Furthermore, because if-statements cause branch divergence,
they are replaced with computational if-statements. In [6],
to avoid branch divergence also an extra virtual layer, a
ghostlayer, was added to the boundary conditions in the
streaming stage. In addition, Tran et al. used register and
double floating-point reduction techniques by reusing variables
as much as possible. This strategy allowed them to reach 7.1%
to 8.9% of performance improvement for LBM compared to a
LBM implementation that uses multiple variables. Tölke and
Krafczyk [7] implemented D3Q13 model of LBM on a GPU,
and they obtained up to 20X speedup compared to a PC.
Tölke [9] proposed a solution to the misalignment problem
(mismatching between thread number and memory access)
using one-dimensional blocks and a shared memory. Tölke
and Krafczyk showed in [7] that the bandwidth efficiency
depends on memory access patterns. Thus, device memory
access patterns should be organized into a single coalesced
memory access, otherwise memory bandwidth slows down
[10].
Rayoo et al. in [11] re-wrote 470.lbm code form the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite using CUDA C for GPUs
[19]. In their work, they presented optimization techniques
that include efficient code schemes, hiding latency through
efficient utilization of CUDA threads, and increasing global
memory bandwidth capacity using local memories for the
GeForce 8800 GTX architecture using CUDA. Rayoo et al.
changed an Array of Structures (AOS) scheme of the code
to a Structure of Arrays (SOA), but they did not address the
misalignment problem caused by the streaming stage in the
LBM. Furthermore, they showed that the low number of global
memory accesses, from kernels after optimization, can result

IV. POPULAR LBM PARALLELIZATION METHODS:
TÖLKE ET AL. AND HABICH ET AL.’ S WORKS
Tölke and Krafczyk [7] and Habich et al. [8] separately introduced very efficient 3D-LBM kernels (3DQ13 model) using
CUDA platform developed by NVIDIA. In their work, they
obtained more than 10X speedup compared to standard CPUs.
The following code segments demonstrate kernel functions in
CUDA C for density and collision operator for each node in
a shear flow application with periodic boundary conditions,
which are developed based on Tölke and Krafczyk [7] and
Habich et al. [8] works using our data structure. In their
implementation, a single fluid node is assigned to each CUDA
thread and all threads of a block will handle fluid nodes of
the same y and z stripe [8].
1) Fluid density ρ for each node with periodic boundary
conditions:
__global__ void rho_sum(double *f, double *rho){
int tid = threadIdx.x + n*blockIdx.x + n*n*blockIdx.y;
double rho_sum = 0;
// tid is the position of each node in 1D array f
// i is the fluid velocity in direction ith
// threadIdx.x is assigned to each node
// fluid density computation on the boundary
// of fluid is avoided by if-statment
if (blockIdx.x != 0 && blockIdx.x != (n - 1)
&& threadIdx.x != 0 && threadIdx.x != (n - 1)
&& blockIdx.y !=0 && blockIdx.y !=(n-1)){
for (int i = 0; i < 19; i++)
rho_sum += f[N * i + tid];
rho[tid] = rho_sum;
}
}

2) Collison operator for each node with periodic boundary
conditions:
__global__ void f_postcolli(double *f, double *feq){
const double tau = 1; // relaxation time
int tid = threadIdx.x + n*blockIdx.x + n*n*blockIdx.y;
// tid is the position of each node in 1D array f
// i is the fluid velocity in direction ith
// threadIdx.x is assigned to each node
// collision computation on the boundary of fluid
//
is avoided by if-statment
if (blockIdx.x != 0 && blockIdx.x != (n - 1)
&& threadIdx.x != 0 && threadIdx.x != (n - 1)
&& blockIdx.y != 0 && blockIdx.y != (n - 1)){
for (int i = 0; i < 19; i++)
f[N * i + tid] = (double)f[N * i + tid]
- (1 / tau)*(f[N *i + tid] - feq[N * i + tid]);
}
}
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V. SOME CPU-BASED SEQUENTIAL LBM
IMPLEMENTATIONS

The following data organization and data access optimization techniques are proposed by Murphy [4] and Dethier et al.
[5] based on data locality principles for a single-thread CPU
implementation.
1) Murphy’s Method
In Murphy’s method, a multidimensional array is translated to a one-dimensional (1D) array as shown in Fig.
3 for a 3×3 array example.

Figure 3. Array translation.

This method utilizes a constant-time shift of an array’s
elements. The shift procedure is performed by shifting
the base pointer of the array to the left and right. Shifting
k positions to right or left causes k elements of the
array at the beginning or at the end to become undefined.
Murphy [4] defines a shift of elements of an array with
an integer variable offset as the following:


of f set > 0 shifted right from position i to i + k
of f set < 0 shifted left from position i to i + k


of f set = 0 no shift
(17)
where i is the position of each element. In the case of
shifting elements of a multidimensional array, an offset
vector is assigned [5]. Fig. 4 shows the shift operation
for a 3 × 3 array with an offset vector of (1,1). 1D
array representation utilizes a translation-offset vector.
Fig. 5 illustrates the shift of 1D array for the 3 × 3 array
example.

Figure 4. 3 × 3 array shifted using an offset vector (1, 1)

Figure 5. Shifting of a vector, representation of 3 × 3 array.

In Murphy’s method, to shift elements to the left and
to the right without overwriting other elements of the
array, enough memory allocation that depends on the
size of the lattice is required on both sides of the array.

After reaching the maximum allocated memory around
the array, copying elements of the array to their initial
positions and resetting the base pointer is unavoidable
(memory overhead and pointer reset issues).
2) Dethier et al.’s Method
Dethier et al. [5] introduced a method that eliminates
memory overhead and pointer reset issues with Murphy’s method, but it adds some computational complexity to the problem. Their method was targeted for CPUs
only, where they used a circular array to overcome
Murphy’s limitations of memory overhead and data
reset operation issues. In their implementation, the base
pointer never moves, but an offset pointing to the actual
first position of the circular array can be moved [5]. Each
element in the circular array at location i is mapped into
f and f eq at position (of f set + i) mod M . Equation
(18) is executed to apply an offset K to the elements of
f and f eq :
of f set = (of f set − K) mod

M

(18)

where M is the size of the circular array. Fig. 6
demonstrates the circular array shifting with one unit
shift (red line symbolizes the pointer).

Figure 6. The circular array shifting with one unit shift.

VI. PROPOSED PARALLEL GPU-BASED
CONSTANT-TIME CIRCULAR ARRAY SHIFTING
(CCAS) METHOD
Although Dethier et al. [5] introduced an efficient way to
implement the streaming stage that eliminates overhead and
pointer reset, which were required in Murphy’s method, data
locality problems and using an additional modulus operator
to implement CCAS, increases the computational time of
the collision stage. To tackle these issues, Dethier et al. [5]
utilized lattice-block copy and block-lattice copy schemes
which decrease the number of cache misses as well as the
computational time of the collision stage for a CPU. In
Dethier et al’s technique, accessing λ subsequent particle
distribution functions (pdfs), f [ni+(t+of f set[i] mod s] with
i = 0, . . . , 18 (s is the size of 1D representation of 3D array
containing the pdfs and t = I, . . . , I + λ where I is a positive
integer number), provides continuous memory accesses for
better data locality and less cache misses. In our work, we
parallelized CCAS on a GPU-CUDA platform and combined
it to the optimizations done by Tran et al. [6]. Below is the
description of our implementation.
1) We used a SOA data organization to store the values
of the pdfs in a 1D array, so that different threads can
access consecutive memory locations.
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2) To avoid memory latency in transferring the pdfs and
saving memory space in global memory of the GPU
in the streaming stage, we used two arrays based on
Dethier et al’s method; offset and dev_offset. These
arrays hold the required offset for each direction of
pdfs. At the beginning of the program, the values in
the offset array are initialized to zeros. Then after the
execution of the streaming step during the first iteration,
each pdf is assigned a specific offset, based on the type
of its lattice’s direction as shown in Table 1. These
values are copied into dev_offset array of the GPU
global memory.

Table I
O FFSET FOR EACH PDF DIRECTION
Direction of each
lattice pdfs
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Offset value
0
-1
+1
−n
+n
−n.n
+n.n
−(n + 1)
−(n − 1)
n−1

Direction of each
lattice pdfs
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

387
5) Thread divergence, which happens because of ifstatements in LBM algorithm, can be one of the major
obstacles in decreasing performance of a CUDA-GPU
platform [8]. Tran et al. [6] used the computationalif-statement to replace control instructions by computational equivalent statements. On the other hand, in
our implementation, streaming at the boundary positions
for the SOA-CCAS does not require computational-ifstatement by purposely allowing streaming to happen
on boundary positions and inside the fluid. Although
streaming should only happen inside the fluid for correct results normally, we fix this issue by applying
boundary kernels to these locations. This approach increases the performance and avoids both if-statements,
and computational-if-statement to eliminate thread divergence.

Offset value

VII. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
n+1
−(n.n + 1)
−(n.n − 1)
n.n − 1
n.n + 1
−n.(n + 1)
−n.(n − 1)
n.(n − 1)
n.(n + 1)

3) The streaming stage of the LBM-BGK (D3Q19) is
eliminated and is combined into rho_sum, u_sum, and
f_equilibrium kernels in the form of an offset. This
modification can avoid the updating f and f eq time and
improve the performance impressively. In addition, in
each iteration, the information of the adjacent nodes is
read based on the offset modification. After ρ, u, and f eq
are calculated. Then in collision stage the pdfs are updated. Since writing to memory, in our implementation,
happens only in f_post_collision kernel and boundary
kernels, this results in much lower latency than other
methods. The following code shows a rho_sum kernel
based on an offset vector modification in CUDA C:

We already validated our parallelized implementation of
LBM-BGK by comparing the results of our SOA-CCAS
method with the results of our previous work [20] for the shear
flow application with periodic boundary conditions. In this
paper, we show our validation results for SOA-CCAS for the
lid-cavity LBM application only. To validate the lid-cavity application, we compared our results with the results of Santanu
De et al. [18]. Fig. 7 demonstrates the normalized steady-state
velocity profiles computed from the proposed SOA-CCAS
method. The figure shows that for N = 36 × 36 × 36, Reynold
number Re = 100, and lid-velocity u = 0.1, the normalized
x- and y- components of velocity profiles along the centerN
planes, ( N2x , y, N2z ) and (x, 2y , N2z ), agree well with results
of Santanu De et al. [18] at the similar conditions for a 3D
lid-driven cavity.

rho_sum += f[N*i+(tid+offset[i])]

4) To maximize the performance of SOA-CCAS, we also
implemented similar techniques as proposed by Tran et
al. [6]:
a) As discussed in the introduction, LBM’s algorithm
requires two stages (kernels): f_post_collision and
streaming. SOA-CCAS helps the overall performance because it avoids extra loads/stores from/to
the global memory and CUDA synchronization
cost by combining the two stages and exploiting
the offset vector.
b) Similar techniques were implemented like those
in Tran et al. such as decreasing the number of
used registers, 3D tiling data layout and finally
pull scheme (reading pdfs from adjacent cells) to
achieve high performance in SOA-CCAS.

Figure 7. Normalized steady-state velocity profiles for; (a) ux (x, 12 , y, 12 ).

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we used a Nvidia Tesla K40c GPU with 12GB
of GDDR5 memory with 288GHz bandwidth, 2880 processor
cores - each core has 745MHz base clock, and PCI Express
Gen3 ×16 connected to a 6-core CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2650
2.0GHz). The system we used runs Linux CentOS 6. We
implemented both 3D shear flow and lid cavity applications
as test cases for our accelerated LBM-BGK algorithm with
the D3Q19 model [7] using CUDA C. The number of the
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time steps used in the experiments is set to 1000. We also set
the domain lattice sizes to 643 , 1283 , and 1923 . To compare
the performance of the various techniques we used MLUPS
(Million Lattice Updates Per Second) computed similar to [16]
and [22]:

1,098.39

1,178.78

1,182.39

1,000

0

9.61

3

64
128
CPU sequential

3

192
SOA-CCAS

Figure 8. Performance in MLUP, SOA-CCAS compared to CPU sequential
results for three domain sizes for 3D shear flow.
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1,098.39
1,040.23
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600

9.21

7.23

3

1,158.8

1,243.43

1,248.26
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Figure 10. Performance comparison in MLUPS for SOA-CCAS with Tölke
et al. [7], and Tran et al. [6] for 3D Shear flow.
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1,243.43
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400
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Performance (MLUPS)

Performance (MLUPS)

N X × N Y × N Z × Number of loops × 10−6
.
(19)
Total time
Fig. 8 and 9 compare the performance of our sequential C
implementation (using a single CPU core) and our proposed
SOA-CCAS GPU implementation for 643 , 1283 , and 1923
domain sizes for the 3D shear flow and lid cavity applications
respectively.

shown in Fig. 10 for the shear flow and Fig. 11 for the
lid cavity applications. SOA-CCAS has on average 14.39%
MLUPS improvement over Tölke et al. for the shear flow and
lid cavity applications, depending on the domain size. SOACCAS is faster than Tran et al. method on average by up to
7.94% for both cases. Because in shear flow the computations
of the boundary conditions are more complex, we were able
to benefit more from our optimizations in the lid cavity case
and achieve a higher speedup.

Performance (MLUPS)
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9.82

7.42

9.57

643
1283
1923
CPU sequential SOA-CCAS

Figure 11. Performance comparison in MLUPS for SOA-CCAS with Tölke
et al. [7], and Tran et al. [6] for 3D lid cavity.

IX. CONCLUSION
Figure 9. Performance in MLUP, SOA-CCAS compared to CPU sequential
results for three domain sizes for 3D lid cavity.

SOA-CCAS outperforms one CPU’s sequential code from
114.29X to 163X for shear flow and from 118X to 167.58X for
lid cavity, depending on the domain size. We also implemented
and compared the Tölke et al. [7] and Tran et al’s [6]
optimizations combined GPU implementation and compared
with our SOA-CCAS. The results for this comparison are

In this work, we introduced a new technique, SOA-CCAS
(Structure of Arrays Constant-Time Circular Array Shifting),
to LBM-BGK D3Q19 model using CUDA C on a GPU
platform to achieve higher performance compared to other
state of the art techniques. We compared our results to previous
well-known and new techniques that optimize LBM using
CUDA. Our results on a Nvidia Tesla K40c GPU accelerator
demonstrate up to 167.58X, 2.55X, and 1.1X improvement in
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performance compared to single CPU, Tölke et al. [7] and Tran
et al. [6] implementations of LBM respectively. While our
work focuses on fluid applications only, we plan to modify our
method in future to work with irregular and porous domains.
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